CARNIVAL PARADE – ENTRY FORM
Wednesday 21st August 2019

Assemble at Runton Road Car Park – 17:00
(Parade Organisers: Mark Pearce, Claire Claxton)

Judging 17:45
Collecting in the parade can only be made by Official Cromer Carnival Collectors.
No other fundraising for any other purpose is permitted.
Classes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Articulated and Rigid lorries
Towed Trailers
Decorated cars and vans (must be decorated)
Any Other Vehicle, including Commercial
(must be decorated, not just commercial)
Fancy Dress
Vintage Vehicles and Bikes

Rules and Conditions of Entry are listed below. Please complete Parade
Application Form and return to: Mr M Pearce, Cromer Carnival Parade, 6 Marrams
Avenue, Cromer, Norfolk, NR27 9BB.
1. All floats and entries taking part in the Carnival Parade should enter via the
gateway to the Carnival Field (not the NNDC car park entrance).
2. Distribution of favours and advertising material. No advertising material, edibles,
gifts, samples or other object may be thrown or otherwise distributed from any
vehicle or elevated float. At the sole discretion of the Parade Organiser favours
and advertising material may be distributed on foot, providing no risk is thereby
incurred to spectators, particularly children, in relation to moving vehicles,
machinery or animals.
3. Entrants are reminded that liquid should not be squirted over either floats or the
public.
4. All float organisers are reminded that they should hold Public Liability Insurance
for their float display. All floats are required to make sure that their entry is not
too wide or high to go through the town.
5. The safety of all persons riding on floats is the responsibility of the respective float
organiser and driver of the float vehicle. The Carnival Committee and Cromer
V.E.O Limited cannot be held liable for any accident to any person taking part in
the Carnival Procession, unless that accident is the direct result of action by a
member of the Carnival Committee or authorised helper, providing such
committee member or helper is on duty at the time the instruction was given.
6. Collecting in the Parade can only be made by official Cromer Carnival
Collectors. No other fund raising for any other purpose is permitted.
7. Floats wishing to leave the Carnival Procession en route without returning to the
Carnival Field must inform the Parade Organiser before their float leaves the
Carnival Field. Permission will only be given where the Police on duty agree that
it is feasible without causing danger to the spectators.
8. The driver of any vehicle should hold a driving license in respect of the vehicle
used (i.e. HGV License for HGV licensed vehicle).
9. Commercial organisations are limited to two vehicles each and these must be
decorated.

I have read and agreed to abide by the above regulations relating to the Carnival
Procession and I will ensure that the float driver is aware of item 5.
The information you provide (personal information such as name, address, email
address, phone number and any other relevant information) will be processed and
stored so that it is possible to contact you, respond to your correspondence and retain
information relating to Cromer Carnival (Cromer V.E.O. Limited). Your personal
information will not be shared with any third party other than for internal or external audit
purposes (if applicable).
I agree that I have read and understand Cromer Carnival’s (Cromer V.E.O. Limited)
Privacy Notice. I agree by signing below that Cromer Carnival (Cromer V.E.O. Limited)
may process my personal information for providing information and corresponding with
me. I agree that Cromer Carnival (Cromer V.E.O. Limited) can keep my contact
information data until I request it’s removal.
I have the right to request modification on the information that you keep on record. I
have the right to withdraw my consent and request that my details are removed from
your database.
Name of Float / Entrant: ………………………….………………………................................
Contact Name:

………………………………………………………………………………

Address:

………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………

Postcode:

……………………………. Telephone: ………………………............

E-mail:

………………………………………………………………………………

Vehicle Registration: ………………………….

Class: ………………………………………

Position Held: …………………………...………………………………………………………...
Signed: …………………………………………

Date: ……………………………………….

Please note that on Carnival Day, cars parked on the Runton Road Car Park after
18:30 will not be able to leave the car park until after the Carnival Parade has
finished, at approximately 22:00. All cars leaving the field will be directed right
towards Sheringham. Cromer town road closures will be implemented at 18:30
until 21.00. There will be no traffic movement until the Carnival parade has
finished.

